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Portland is well known for its urban planning and smart 
growth approach to development. As part of its strategic 
planning process, the Design Overlay Zone was added 
to the planning code in the 1982. This review process 
was intended to combat the popular flat, imposing, and 
often windowless architectural design plaguing cities 
at street level (see Appendix III). Fighting hostile street 
facades, the design standards and review board were 
meant aid in encouraging more pedestrian oriented 
design and street activation. Since then, the Overlay 
Zone has evolved to include protecting valuable cultural, 
scenic and architectural resources. It aims to enhance infill 
development, to contextually address buildings within the 
existing neighborhood fabric, and to encourage transit 
orientated development within the City of Portland. 
These methods and other aspects of the planning code 
have worked together to preserve and enhance much of 
Portland’s architectural legacy and values.
Today, the city is renowned for its immense walkability, 
excellent city planning and unique local character. Tourist 
and residents alike are captivated by innovative designs 
and adaptive re-use of historic architecture. Thoughtful 
planning strategies, design guidelines, and a public 
review process has created a city often ranked on top list 
for multi-module transit, innovation, destination travel 
and quality of life by publications such as the American 
Community Survey, CNN Money, Travel + Leisure 
Magazine, and Forbes, respectively. Unfortunately, not 
all of Portland’s ranking are as impression, in June Hoyt 
Advisory Services ranked the city 21 out of 50 for difficult 
cities to develop using factors such as regulation and land 
availability to calculate its results.
Overtime, the Design Review process has become less 
organized and expedient, often sending a confusing 
message to applicants, creating delays in scheduling 
reviews, and repeating seemingly resolved issues during a 
later phases of the review process. These inconveniences 
increase project costs, often reduce the projects potential 
value, and increase the tension between residents and 
developers. With these systemic issues in mind, the Bureau 
of Planning and Sustainability (BPS) and the Bureau of 
Development Services (BDS) commissioned Walker-Macy 
to document, review and prescribe processes for design 
overlay zoning. This report, named Design Overlay Zone 
Assessment or DOZA, has already been unanimously 
approved by the City Council this past April.1
This article reviews the current growth projections for 
the City of Portland and planning strategies to manage 
it, current zoning and design overlay review, recent 
design overlay projects and outcomes, and lastly, the 




Looking around Portland it’s hard to miss the sea of cranes, rising rents, and ambitious 
infrastructure projects. The state and local economy continue to grow, nearing the ninth 
year of a bull cycle. In 2016, Oregon’s gross domestic product grew by 3.3 percent, 
second highest rate in the nation. Additionally, according to the Bureau of Economic 
Analysis, 2016 marked the eighth time since 1998 that Oregon ranked in the nation’s top 
five for GDP growth.2 At the local level, Portland’s unemployment rate dropped to a low 
of 3.5 percent in June, hitting what economist Tom Potiowsky called the economic “sweet 
spot”. 3 
Also growing is Portland’s population. Since 2000 it has increased by a dramatic 
7.3 percent, bringing the total population to approximately 640,000 people. 4 This 
unprecedented growth will continue as Walker-Macy expects Portland to add another 
123,000 households by 2035. These two factors will continue to spur real estate 
development projects. 
For permits to be approved, developers must follow the specifications laid out in the 
city zoning code and master plan. Last December, the City Council adopted the 2035 
Comprehensive Plan that calls for intensifying growth in neighborhood centers as part of 
its smart growth strategy. By January 1, 2018, the corresponding changes and updates to 
the zoning map, zoning code, and other documents needed to empower the city’s vision 
will take effect. 
Neighborhood Centers will be a key factor in absorbing Portland’s expected population 
growth by increasing the planned density and zoned activities. In Appendix I, the 
Urban Design Framework Plan shows the network of commercial nodes, open space, 
transportation corridors, and greenway belts that link the city. As important cultural 
and economic nuclei, Neighborhood Centers often require additional review as part 
of planned districts and overlay zones. Consequently, a disproportionate amount 
of construction is funneled into the design review process. Therefore, having a 
understandable and efficiently working design overlay zoning process is key for the 
economic productivity that the real estate industry brings to Portland. 
The tools created by the zoning code and comprehensive plan work together to provide 
a skeletal framework that encourages community principles such as walkability, diversity, 
and inclusion are seamlessly integrated into the existing urban fabric. Portland’s code 
has three structured categories a site might fall into: base zones, overlay zones, and plan 
districts. 
All sites have a base zone, which sets basic parameters about site use, floor-area-ratios 
(FAR), building height, and others. To help illustrate their purpose, below are three 
summaries of base code descriptions:
• Residential 1,000 (R1) - Medium density multi-dwelling zoning, 43 units/acre up to 65 
with bonuses, typically 1-4 stories, near neighborhood and district collector streets or 
commercial areas and transit 5 
• Storefront Commercial (CS) - Commercial areas with storefront character (sidewalk 
orientation, pedestrian friendly), full range of retail, service, business, local and 
regional market areas







In addition to base zone requirements, some sites will fall into plan districts. A planned 
district allows for a specific area of the city to tailor the zoning code to better reflect the 
needs of the neighborhood and local characteristics the community wants to foster. For 
example, the following summaries highlight the principals behind planned districts:
• Central City Planned District (CC) - Eastside Central City - Encourages designers to 
capitalize on the district’s character, industrial heritage and strengthen pedestrian 
friendly retail 6 
• St. Johns Planned District (SJ) - Creates an urban level of mixed-use buildings to 
strengthen its role as a commercial center, and to emphasize pedestrian and transit-
oriented design in the Neighborhood Center7
• Northwest Plan District (NP) - Promotes housing and mix-use development, 
discourages auto-orientated design, enhances pedestrian experiences, supports 
various levels of development near the streetcar alignment 8 
Lastly, overlay zones address a specific subject that might be in multiple areas throughout 
the city. Below are three summaries of overlay zone descriptions:
• Design (d) Overlay Zone - Requires a Type II or Type III design review to insure new 
infill construction enhances the neighborhood aesthetic and community standards 9 
• Scenic Resource Zone (s) - Establishes hight limits and view corridors to protect 
significant scenic resources to enhance Portland’s appearance 10
• Historic Resource Overlay Zone - Protects and preserves significant parts of the 
region’s heritage, new and old buildings within a historic district require resource 
review 





The Design Overlay Zone triggers the majority of cases being reviewed by the Design 
Commission. The overlay zone guidelines are created as part of a community planning 
process within the design districts to ensure certain types of infill development will be 
compatible with the neighborhood. 
Figure 1 illustrates the current Design Overlay areas and its projected expansion along 
civic corridors. Future design overlay areas are hatched, areas in blue offer a two track 
design review process (Type II or Type III), and tones of red highlight areas that require 
a discretionary (Type III Review in Portland’s Central City design area as red, and the 
Gateway area as pink). These commercial corridors and centers are expected to absorb 
up to 80 percent of Portland’s projected growth and thus warrant additional oversight. 
Additionally, areas cover a large part of Portland’s land area as well. Outside of the core 
Central City and Gateway districts, the Design Overlay Zone covers approximately 38 
percent of city acreage, with an upcoming 11 percent increase in coverage into proposed 
expansion areas, base on calculations from Walker-Macy.
The Portland Zoning Code and Master Plan create a multilayered structure meant to 
support and protect the city’s resources. Portland’s long tradition of design review has 
helped enhance the public realm in the central city by guiding development in context-
sensitive areas. Yet, as an increasing number of projects are driven towards Type II and 
Type III design reviews, the city may be to have placed an unintentional governor on 
construction.
In compliance with state law, Portland offers a two track approval process: the 
discretionary review track, Type III or the non-discretionary track, Type II, also referenced 
as the clear and objective track. Projects within the city center and gateway districts must 
follow the discretionary review track, which requires a Type III Land Use review. During 
either a Type II Land Use Review, completed by staff, or a Type III Land Use Review, 
completed by the Design Commission, the reviewing body determines if the proposal 
fulfills the objectives of the design guidelines. 
Table 1: Two Track System of Land Use Review
Discretionary Clear and Objective
Subjective; requires judgment and 
flexibility 
Objective; doesn't not require judgment; 
limits flexibility 
Land Use Review Building Permit
Design Guidelines Design standards in code
Public comment and potential hearing with 
Design Commission 
Limited public involvement 
Required in Central City and Gateway Potential option everywhere else
Source: Walker Macy Design Overlay Assessment





The Discretionary Review Track
The design guidelines used in the discretionary review period are a separate document 
from the Zoning Code and updated through their own process. The Central City and 
Gateway areas have a full set of fundamental guidelines, while some areas have additional 
district-specific guidelines to further enhance design details. Neighborhoods without 
district-specific guidelines are covered under the Community Design Guidelines.
These qualitative approval criteria provide more flexibility 
in how planning and design goals are achieved than the 
alternative objective and clear standards. These goals 
include complex design themes that often emphasize 
aesthetic and functional values. For example, a few district 
guidelines explore the multi-faceted meaning of “quality 
and permanence” by recommending that “building 
materials should not only be long-lasting but should have 
interesting textures and patterns.” 11 Others may address 
permanence as a buildings ability to respond to the context, 
composition, and visual interest of a buildings design. The 
figure on this page shows how a building has successfully 
integrated this goal by mirroring architectural elements 
from the surrounded streetscape, thus reflecting the wider 
neighborhood context.
The Community Design Standards
Found in the city’s zoning code (33.218) these standards are 
prescriptive criteria for development projects that provide 
a clear and objective track with no additional review. Any 
project that can not meet these standards must go through 
a discretionary review. Due to the longevity and scale of 
commercial buildings, a key tool in supporting the comprehensive plan is a design review 
process. In some cases, having design review or the guidelines does not correlate to 
better design, due to ambiguity as well as the interoperation of the guidelines—without 
providing enough direction, examples, suggestions for interoperation.
The city’s Design Commission uses the tools provided by the guidelines, standards, 
and zoning code to guide projects in better reflecting the city’s vision. This volunteer 
commission, provides leadership and expertise on urban design and architecture. The 
Commission’s goals are to provide public dialog, architectural enhancement, and cultural 
identity for the neighborhoods and districts effected by the Design Overlay Zone. The 
commission is composed of “members representing different areas in development and 
the public realm. To ensure a variety of viewpoints, no more than two members may be 
appointed from any single area of expertise. These areas include design, engineering, 
financing, constructions, or property management, and a minimum of one representative 
from regional arts and culture council, and one representing the public-at-large must be 
represented.” 12
The seven member team, none of whom may hold public elective office, work diligently 
on behalf of the public. In 2013, the number of meetings averaged once per month 
lasting around four hours. In 2014, the Commission added an additional monthly meeting 





Through this process, it can take months to get approved. This demand, growth is 
expected to continue, especially as the 2035 Compressive Plan projects unprecedented 
growth within mix-use town centers, most of which are in “d” zones (DOZA, p 11). 
According to state law, a project has to navigate the review process within 120 days 
of submittal. A project’s first hearing has to take place within 51 days of submittal. But 
architects can sign waivers releasing the city from the state obligation. “Every project 
gets a 120-day waiver,” Cliffe said. “We always sign the waiver.” By signing the waiver, 
architects can return before the Design Commission if it denies a project proposal at 
its first appearance. The waiver also protects appeal rights. If architects do not sign the 
waiver, then they cannot provide new or changed information later in the process. Also, if 
the project were denied, the team would have to start the process over.” 16 
As Portland and the economy grows, the Design Commission is responsible for reviewing 
more and more projects with the same resources. Though the review board experiences 
the same cycles felt elsewhere in the real estate industry, the city’s growth often 
disproportionally occurs within its design overlay areas. 
Due to zoning goals and neighborhood planning strategies, “the Type III design review 
process adds significant time and costs to projects. The amount of time spent in making 
changes to plans often greatly exceeds what is normally budgeted into design fees for 
securing entitlements,” according to DOZA. Fees for the review process are dependent 
on a project’s size and range from a minimum of $5,250 to a maximum of $27,000. 
Furthermore, the preliminary design advise review (DAR) can add an additional $2,520 of 
costs to a project. 17 
and often needed to increase their duration, with some meetings as long as six hours. 
13 Presently, a third monthly meeting has often been required. By adding this additional 
hearing to the calendar, the commission strives to help projects move quickly through the 
project pipeline.14 “Each meeting consists of four or more hearings, which last between 
one and three hours, depending on the size of the project. The meetings start at 1:30 
p.m. and can last well into the night.” 15 
Figure 2 illustrates the CO permits for projects within Design Overlay Zones for 
multifamily dwelling projects. These numbers do not include permits issued to historic 
landmarks or historic districts. (DOZA, p 6) Overall, 23 percent of projects require a 
discretionary design review with more the half of those being projects in the Central City 





Many projects pushing the envelope forward involve integrating innovative ideas and 
designs in engineering and architecture. Projects pushing these boundaries can be 
challenging in and of themselves but they face additional barriers during Design Review. 
During an interview, Architect Bob Schatz expressed his frustration with the lack of 
constancy in defining building material quality, permanence, and response to context. 
A project in his neighborhood passed through the Design Review Board with a set of 
generic “book plans” even though low-grade building materials were specified. The 
design reflected a local cottage house style. Meanwhile, other projects in the same 
neighborhood experienced higher levels of scrutiny and failed while exceeding most 
building construction standards by using Green Building principals. Appendix V illustrates 
the example projects. The subjective nature and complex design themes that the 
discretionary review process entails is especially challenging for development projects 
when terms aren’t clearly defined or enforced.
Problems also arise when the community has not been effectively engaged. Developers 
need to seek conversations about the project with the members of the public. City staff 
need to help educate residents about the review process and scope. Currently, outreach 
is often done by mail or sign notification and at times the public testifies on topics outside 
the Commission’s control, like parking requirements, or density allowances. Helping fix the 
notification and educational aspect about the process, helps residents anticipate change 
and provide input. 
For example, the Ankeny Apartments between Sandy Boulevard and 11th Avenue at 
1122 SE Ankeny Street can attest to both sides of this equation. The L-shaped building 
totals 16 apartment unit with ground-floor retail. Throughout its review process it has 
received criticism from its neighbors about privacy while receiving praise from City 
Council for attempting the net-zero energy challenge. The Commission appreciated that 
the construction materials were of the highest quality, including highly insulated walls and 
roof, triple-pane passive-house windows, and, originally, solar panels. Neighbors worried 
about light penetration and privacy due to building height differences, damages to their 
homes during the construction process, and one neighbor even went so far as to call it 
“elder abuse” and claimed the project would destabilize the area creating affordable 
housing issues and a “plague of blight.”
The issues were ultimately tipped toward resolution by city council, who on August 9, 
overturned the Design Commission in an appeals case. This lengthy process took over 18 
months and cost the developer, Landon Crowell, $160,000 in additional city fees, or an 
average of $9,411 per unit. 17 
Leading up to council’s decision, the developer to tried to solve the problems with 
the neighborhood by hosting a community outreach meeting. During this period of 
mediation, they established a series of design compromises with the neighbors in 
attendance. Changes and compromises reached throughout the process included setback 
adjustments, exterior building materials, and height adjustments. The building changed 
from zero-lot line to 18 inch to 3 feet set backs on 3 sides. They also added wood siding 
and reduced the building size from 26 units to 18 units. Lastly, to aid the appeals process, 
the development team sweetened the deal by adding construction mitigation review and 
use an auger system for pile construction. Before finding this resolution Landon Crowell 




Occasionally the Zoning Code and Overlay Zones create a more self-directed conflict 
of interest that creates economic impacts for developers. For example, historic overlay 
zones in the middle of districts slated for densification often result in opposing goals: 
historic building preservation and new construction growth. As maximum allowable 
heights rise above the existing buildings new construction will want to maximize its 
value. The Design Review Commission can have a big effect on the size and scope of 
construction by limiting the allowable FAR and building heights. DOZA reports, “Many 
people make investments in property based on the entitlements spelled out in the Zoning 
Code. Indeed, tax assessors even determine valuation in part by allowable potential set 
forth in zoning codes. Long-range planning must be the process for establishing basic 
zoning entitlements.” (For instance, the Grand Belmont on 514 SW Belmont Street 
dramatically felt these consequences. Originally, the building was designed with 214 
units, rooftop common room, with terrace, ground-floor retail, 102 parking spaces, 23 
stories, and a towering height of 240 feet. But due to concerns brought forth by the 
Design Review Commission, it was downsized to 121 units, 7 stories, 14 parking spaces, 
81 feet of height, but also added 184 bicycle spaces, before it was finally approved. The 
Grand Belmont’s first architect, Vallaster Corp, submitted many versions of a taller tower, 
including during the Design Advice Requests (DAR) process. Finally, Ankrom Mosian, who 
was first contracted as a supportive resource, submitted a severely reduced final design. 
Ankrom Mosian’s previous experience with Portland zoning code and success with the 
historic overlay zoning commission proved to be essential to the building’s approval. The 
smaller project was unanimously approved and construction is expected to be complete 
late 2018. 18 
Working within Portland’s design review process can be confusing to the public and 
professionals alike. “If I have a client that has gone through the process, they know 
what to expect,” said Leslie Cliffe, an associate principal at Bora Architects. “If I have an 
out-of-state developer, in those cases, they are super surprised at the level of input the 
city gets.” 19 All the DARs, additional reviews, and appeals add up in fees, time, market 
opportunity cost. When asked about working with the Design Review Commission, 
Stephanie Fitzhugh, a project manager at DiLoreto Architecture, said “Long waits to 
appear before the city’s commissions are adding to delays and increased project costs. 
“Everybody is feeling it; everyone is frustrated,” she said. “Basically, it comes down to: 
Does the city really want to prevent people from building their projects?"
Supporters of the Commission note the importance of connecting with the community 
throughout the development process. During an interview with Mark Edlen, of Gerding 
Edlen, he emphasized the importance of “getting out in front of the community” by 
hosting public presentations of the project and letting the community get a first look of 
the design. Knowing about a project before the construction fences go up helps pave the 
way for more successful community support. 
Furthermore, the community and neighborhood associations want to be a productive 
part of the process. Flint Chatto, co-founder of the Division Design Initiative wants to 
help more actively engage the community. The group first focused on the Division Street 
improvements. According to Chatto, “City officials lack the tools to evaluate the context 
of a project.” Neighborhood groups like the Division Design Initiative are truly concerned 
about style, context, standards and project transparency. “People need to know how 




broadcast widely enough.” Hinshaw also wants to encourage those small funky add-
ons without a design review process, but that creates conflict for streets like Division 
where most the work is this small scale. The group is mixed on whether smaller projects 
should be subjected to the review process, if small project review should be eliminated 
altogether, or if an additional design commissions should be formed. There is a lot of 
“support for forming a second design commission now,” Chatto said. “There is a big 
bottleneck of projects. Many people have suggested one [commission] per quadrant. 
Even having one to two additional commissions would be big.” 20 
After reviewing projects through the city, DOZA found that passing through the design 
review process does not guarantee that a project is a higher quality project. Concordantly, 
neither does building outside the Design Overlay Zone limit a projects ability to become a 
Portland success. There is a cross spectrum support for good design throughout Portland 
but there are many signs of a poorly functioning review system, yet not a wholly broken 
one. Appendix IV. has a table with projects under consideration from the design review 
board from the 1st quarter 2017.
The city contracted with Seattle-based Walker Macy to research the direction they should 
take to improve the design review process. Over the years the purpose statement of 
the Overlay Zone has evolved from a tool focusing on preservation and compatibility 
towards supporting transition and anticipated growth. As the purpose evolves so should 
the structure of the review process. The recommendations of Walker Macy include 
adjusting the review thresholds to provide higher review standards for bigger projects 
and lower review standards for smaller projects, improving public notices, and possibly 
adding additional design review commissions (currently there’s just one). They compared 
Portland's review process with that of other cities with similar structures and found that 
they reduced delays by limiting their scope, having a greater reliance on staff to review 
and manage the process details, and by strictly managing discussion during meetings 
to expeditious reviews. Walker Macy published their report in April. This summer, the 
City Council approved their recommendations. The DOZA assessment looked at the 
current review process and overlay zones, examined peer cities, interviewed people and 
organization, and looked at projects that have been built. The following is a summary of 
their report and comments about implementation: 
The DOZA report divides its recommendations in to three types of changes: 
administrative, tools, and process. For administrative changes, they recommend having 
more staff, improving public notices, and developing new tools and training for the 
commissioners and staffers. These types of changes are typically easier to initiate 
because they don’t require any changes to city ordinances. Already, the staff has updated 
their notice procedures by including renters in future mailings. Changes in the tools 
category include updating the City Standards and Guidelines. Over decades, these 
documents have been tweaked and amended instead of formally reviewing and revising 
the documents. Lastly, items that address process include realigning the Commission’s 
roll, purpose statement and procedural steps, and making it easier for neighborhood 
associations to get involved by hosting public workshops. 
Any changes made need to embody the main goals of the Design Review Commission: 
to support high quality design development projects with an efficient and effective 
process, to ensure the applicants and public have access, understanding and engagement 







First, DOZA recommends adjusting the design review thresholds. This adjustment 
would be based on project size so that smaller projects would receive a smaller review 
requirement than large scale development. Figure 3, on the following page, shows how 
a new review threshold could change the work load of the Design Review Commission. 
Restructuring thresholds based on geography and within a tiered approached that factors 
in the magnitude of change would benefit small businesses and properties by making 
building upgrades simpler without the added time and expense of review.
Figure 3: 2013-2015 Change in Review Type Based on Proposed Threshold Revisions
 
Once the threshold is revised, a few changes should be made within the “d” overlay 
zone itself. This includes consolidating, simplifying and revising the community design 
standards, and the design guidelines. The Community Design Standards for the clear and 
objective track are not succeeding in producing well-designed, contextually responsive 
buildings. 
Many standards have not been updated since the late 1990s. Furthermore, the city has 
experience significant changes since then, including views on how design can impact the 
urban environment. Additionally, many of the design guidelines are outdated and create 
complex recommendations that slow down the review system, add delays, and sometimes 





The three tenets of design, respond to context, evaluate the public realm, and expand 
“quality and permanence,” should guide the rewriting process to successfully achieve 
these goals. For example, the ground floor of a building greatly impacts the character 
of public spaces. Therefore, the expansion of the active ground floor use definition and 
clarification should include more examples and types of appropriate engagement. Streets 
that have little or no activity often have ground floor residential but lack the appropriate 
transitional spaces between public and private space. Additional activity enhancing 
design features that can ease this transition could include porches, raised stoops or 
setbacks in semi-public spaces. Other clear and objective examples include, addressing 
the relationship between the sidewalk and facade, addressing pedestrian access and 
circulation, and requesting ground level elevations and sections at a scale that helps 
determine appropriateness. 
The Design Commission is a key element of the regulatory review power for the City of 
Portland but its review process has been slowed down not only by the number of projects 
but a lack of organization. Updating the purpose statement, creating a new charter to 
address both regulatory authority and limitations of the role and responsibilities of the 
commissioners, and increasing training for the both the Commission and staff will help the 
commission fulfill its duties. 
A new charter should define the charge of the Design Commission and staff related to its 
authority and reviews. This includes examining the role and responsibilities of members, 
authority and limitations of the Commission, public outreach, improvements to events like 
annual retreats, refreshers, and how to unify the direction given to applicants. Additionally, 
part of the recommendation is to change how the meetings themselves are managed: 
keep discussion times on track, focus on applying adopted design guidelines, and 
limiting a project review to 90 minutes. Furthermore, an important piece of the Design 
Commission is having a well-prepared staff. Regular staff training should ensure that the 
guidelines and their subsequent applications are clear. This includes better on-going 
coordination outside of individual projects and quarterly meetings regarding long-term 
planning goals with Bureau of Planning and Sustainability.
To better aid developers seeking design advice, re-organize the city’s review process to 
correspond to a project’s typical design process. The Design Review Commission and staff 
should use the revised timeline to help avoid discussing specific details too early. And 
once an issue is resolved during one phase, it should not be revisited in later meetings. 
Additionally, staff should establish a follow-up process where construction documentation 
and on-site checks are completed to ensure follow-through. Table 2, contains a concept of 
new submittal stages. 
Establishing a citizen academy would aid in more public outreach and educational 
opportunities for community members and applicants alike. The City could sponsor 
seminars, biannually throughout the city. Additionally, they could publish a glossary of 
terms, collapse the tools into a few sets with similar structures, and use clear graphical 
explanations of the process. These changes will help encourage positive interactions to 
uphold a sense of communal responsibility for designing and building the city, and create 







Table 2: Concept of New Submittal States for Design Review
Lastly, the city should monitor and evaluate the effects of the enacted recommendations 
over a five year period while keeping clear documentation of the changes and impacts. 
During this phase, if there remains a backlog of projects, the city should consider a 
possible second commission. 
Now that DOZA assessment has been approved the next steps for the city will be 
revisioning documents like City Standards that need to be changed through the city 
ordinances starting with a discussion draft will be released in November 2017. Comments 
will be integrated into the next draft that is set for release in February 2018. Then the 
Planning and Sustainability Commission will hold hearings on the proposed draft and 
integrate the second round of changes. When complete, final draft should be ready 
to go before city council by next summer, where they will vote on the draft and any 
amendments. Thirty days after its approval, the final set of rule to take effect. The 
changes to the standards will be voted on by the BPS Commission and the guidelines will 
be voted on by the Design Commission. 21 
Hopefully with these changes the Design Review Commission will be better able to 
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The state of the economy is a broad exploration into 
the economic trends and growth metrics on the global, 
national and local levels. Oregon, which has recently 
outperformed the U.S. economy, is showing signs pointing 
toward a continued softening from past growth. Overall 
Oregon is still benefitting from strong fundamentals with 
almost full employment. The Portland pipeline may see an 
increase in public projects with the onset of additional tax 
revenue funding new construction. 
Sydney Bowman is a candidate for the Masters in Real Estate Development degree and currently works as a commercial real estate 
investment sales broker for CBRE. She was awarded the SIOR Fellowship at the Portland State University Center for Real Estate. Any 
errors of omissions are the author’s responsibility. Any opinions are those of the author solely and do not represent the opinions of any 
other person of entity. 
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In the April 2017 World Economic Report published by the International Monetary Fund, 
the world economy is projected to increase to an estimated 3.6 percent in 2018. This is 
compared to previous years of estimated 3.1 percent in 2016 and 3.5 percent in 2017. 
This pickup is partially due to a higher projected growth in the United States, which in 
2016, was experiencing inventory adjustments and weak investment. With the recent 
election in the U.S., an expectation of looser fiscal policies have been reinforced, thus 
contributing to high U.S. Treasury interest rates and a stronger dollar.
Interest Rates
In June, the Federal Reserve raised interest rates by an additional 25 basis points – the 
second time during the year. As projected going into 2017, three interest rate hikes were 
to be expected. But according to JLL, there is a 47 percent chance the third interest rate 
will happen. The ultimate decision will be delayed until December when the economy’s 
overall performance is clearer. Overall, however, these increases are slow by historical 
standards as seen by Figure 1. 
Figure 1: Effective Monthly Fed Funds Rate (%)
Source: JLL: Economy Q2 2017 
Treasury Rates
Falling bond yields and an unchanging yield curve (Figure 2) suggest signs of economic 
slowing. According to CBRE’s Economic Watch, 10-year Treasury yields have settled at 2.3 
percent, as the market started to anticipate discounted economic growth, which is down 
from 2.6 percent in March. Concern for the Federal Reserve is inflation, where most recent 
inflation numbers have been falling below the 2 percent target.  
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Figure 2: Historical Treasury Rates
Source: U.S. Department of Treasury
Overall consumer spending, as described in CBRE’s Economic Watch, increased for 
the second quarter of 2017 by 2.6 percent at an annualized rate, in line with consensus 
expectations. gross domestic product (GDP) was the best quarter since the third quarter 
of 2016 when growth was 2.8 percent. By comparison, growth in the second quarter last 
year was 2.2 percent and in 2015 was 2.7 percent. 
Oregon Employment
According to United Van Line’s 2016 study, Oregon is the third destination for movers in 
the nation. Economist Josh Lehner in his Incomes, Migration and Housing Affordability 
article in June wrote, “migration by itself lowers Oregon incomes in the short-run 
given migrants tend to be younger and less likely to be employed.” With 3,000 jobs 
being added a month, Oregon so far has been able to keep on pace with the growing 
population. This is in comparison to 5,000 jobs per month in previous years. Employers 
are forced to hire workers who traditionally would have been passed over and therefore 
tightening the labor market and slowing job growth. The 2017 Oregon Economic and 
Revenue Forecast reported that, although income and wages are still growing and remain 
strong in all ranges of income types, this growth has been cut in half over the past two 
years. 
Of these jobs, sectors such as professional and business services, health services and 
leisure and hospitality that have historically led job growth, are showing some softening. 
The construction industry is the only area where growth has not slowed and remains 
in high demand due to the amount of building occurring in the city (Figure 3). This is 
expected to continue, and with the advent of new construction material technologies 
such as cross laminated timber, it holds promise for Oregon’s economic future and a 
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Figure 3: Oregon Employment Growth by Sector [Q12016 - Q12017]
Source: Oregon Economic and Revenue Forecast May 2017
Capital Markets 
A general trend of declining sales volume has been the theme for 2017 nationally and 
locally. Overall the nation has seen a total an 8 percent decline in sales volume for the first 
half of the year (Figure 4) and Portland is seeing an overall 24 percent weighted average 
decrease in sales volume for each product type from last year (Figure 5). 
Figure 4: National Quarterly Transaction Volume
Source: Real Capital Analytics: U.S. Capital Trends 
OREGON ECONOMY
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Figure 5: Portland Sale Transactions By Property Type Q1-2017OREGON ECONOMY
LOOKING AHEAD 
Source: Real Capital Analytics: U.S. Capital Trends
The Private/Public Shift
As evident from tax return data, the private sector benefited from high income wages 
last year reported by the 2017 Oregon Economic and Revenue Forecast. Oregon 
outperformed revenue expectations - the state capturing growth from tax revenue which 
is expected to be put to work into the civic realm. 
As reported in The Oregonian on July 7th, the Oregon House approved a $5.3 billion 
transportation funding package last month. This transportation bill is believed to lead 
to more public projects for the state. Anecdotally, Dave Andersen from Andersen 
Construction noted that he has seen a shift in his bid work move from private sector 
projects in multifamily and office (projects such as The Yard, The Goat Blocks and The 
Fair-Haired Dumbbell) to the institutional sector (such as the OHSU Knight Cancer 
Research Building and Southern Oregon University’s McNeal Pavilion). 
As Oregon continues to outperform much of the U.S., the state’s trajectory of softening 
job growth will remain, as well as a tightening labor market. Added infrastructure to the 
Portland MSA can be expected along with a continuing need for construction labor. 
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Many of the single family housing trends in the second 
quarter of 2017 bounced upwards following a continuation 
of steadily increasing quarterly trends over the last year. 
The spring home buying season is characterized by higher 
transaction volumes, upticks in sales prices and a decrease 
in average days on market within the majority of the 
markets analyzed here. 
In many of the markets analyzed, the transaction volume 
increased compared to last quarter, while the year-to-
year transactions generally decreased, also indications 
from the strong spring season. The number of real estate 
transactions in Portland increased for both existing and 
new homes both from last quarter to this quarter and in 
the second quarter of 2017 when compared to the same 
quarter last year. While it is difficult to determine the 
reason for the renewing trend, it is interesting to note that 
Portland’s median home sale price increased last quarter 
from $349,900 to $380,000. Redmond, Bend and most 
counties in the Willamette Valley experienced an uptick in 
sales price. Eugene declined with regards to transaction 
volume and Salem and Marion County increased following 
a last quarter decline. Sales volume is still above the boom 
years of the mid 2000’s but permits continue to lag behind 
the mid-2000’s. 
Jon Legarza is a current Master of Real Estate Development candidate through a joint program of Portland State University’s School 
of Business Administration and School of Urban Studies and Planning. He is the 2016 RMLS Student Fellow at PSU’s Center for Real 
Estate. Any errors or omissions are the author’s responsibility. Any opinions expressed are those of the author solely and do not 
represent the opinions of any other person or entity.
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Permits for new single-family homes were up approximately 18 percent statewide, 
reversing some of the trends from last quarter, with wide variation across the state. 
Portland’s permit activity heavily influences the state figures. Portland’s permitting of 
single family decreased close to 17 percent or more compared to last quarter, while 
Eugene saw a 22 percent increase and Medford an approximately 12 percent increased 
compared to last quarter. When compared to the same quarter last year, permit activity is 
up approximately 7 percent statewide. 
The development of autonomous vehicles has potential implications that will change 
the residential landscape in the future. Residual valuation of lands will change with 
the development of the autonomous vehicle—allowing commuters and individuals to 
travel farther for work and leisure. Technological and legal developments towards fully-
autonomous travel will impact land values in both suburban and urban neighborhoods. 
Furthermore, widespread availability of autonomous transportation might enable 
different, radical capital structure plans that might better attract different autonomous 
transport consumers. For instance, we have already seen rideshare companies (i.e., Uber 
and Lyft) impacting driver activity and traffic on highways. 
Despite the urban areas of Portland, there is still strong national demand for housing in 
the suburban, residential areas. The chart below from RCLCO: 2016 NAR Home Buyer 
and Seller Generational Trends shows suburbs with strong demand over the urban and/or 
central core.
 
With the increase of building permits in the state of Oregon, buyers are continuing to 
move to the suburbs for a variety of reasons. The ability to purchase a single family home 
that is more affordable (on a per square foot basis) is the main reason. Additionally, 
highway accessibility and improved school systems influence the move from the city to 
the suburbs. In the future, we might even see builders in the suburbs attracting customers 
with a “driverless car and home” package. The residential and automobile landscape is 
transitioning quickly as consumers are able to telework at home, rideshare and, in the 
future, not even have to drive to commute.
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LOCAL PERMITTING In the second quarter of 2017, there were 4,742 building permits for new private housing 
units issued in total across the state of Oregon. This is approximately 17 percent more 
permits than were issued in the prior quarter and nearly 7 percent more than were issued 
in the second quarter of 2016. 
There were 3,102 permits for new private housing units issued in the Portland-Vancouver-
Hillsboro Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA) in the second quarter of 2017. This 
represents a 17 percent decrease in permits compared to the first quarter of 2017 and a 
5.5 percent decrease in year-over-year permitting. This decrease could be attributed to 
permitting in the outer regions were land is available. The Portland market accounted for 
65 percent of the new statewide permits this quarter. 
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Bend MSA permitting rate increased to 471, by 5.4 percent compared to last quarter and 
by and even greater 13.4 percent decrease compared to the same quarter last year. 
LOCAL PERMITTING
The Eugene-Springfield MSA’s second quarter permitting increased to 214 permits 
resulting in a 22 percent increase for this quarter from last quarter. The increase in the 
Eugene market is first after Medford in the state. Permitting for new private housing units 
totaled 214. While higher than last quarter, this still represents a 22 percent increase over 
the quarter from last quarter. Will this increase trend continue remains to be seen in the 
upcoming year along with the affordability of the new housing products.
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Like Eugene, new permits in Medford MSA decreased this quarter, 177, by nearly 12 
percent. Like Eugene, even this upward movement compared to last quarter represents a 




The first quarter showed signs of reversal from the previous quarter for existing home 
sales in the Portland market: over 7,761 transactions with a median sale price of 
$380,000. This number of transactions is a 7.39 percent increase over the same quarter 
last year. However, the median sales price for existing homes increased by nearly 5 
percent compared to the same quarter last year. 
The average days on market for existing homes edged dropped by 18 days, to 26 days 
from 44 days last quarter. However these 26 days in the second quarter of 2017 represent 
only a 7.3 percent increase of the average days on market compared to the same quarter 
last year. Final sales prices in the second quarter continued to be above list price, but 







In the sale of new homes for Portland, the number of transactions, 766, is an 8.4 percent 
increase compared to last quarter along with a 32 percent increase compared to the 
same quarter last year. New home median sales price in the second quarter saw a slight 
increase compared to the last quarter. Last quarter, the median sales price for new 
homes was $479,900 compared to $491,9812 this quarter – an increase of 2.5 percent. 
When compared to the same quarter last year, however, new home prices have increased 
5 percent perhaps due to the increased pricing for the land/lots and labor that is 









Like Portland, Vancouver experienced an increase in transactions of home sales this 
quarter compared to last quarter. Vancouver experienced a 3 percent increase in 
transactions of existing homes compared to last quarter. While Portland experienced a 
slight decline in year over year transactions, Vancouver’s transactions decreased by 3.5 
percent compared to the same quarter last year. Clark County transactions were up 3.1 
percent compared to last quarter and 3.5 percent lower compared to the same quarter a 
year ago. 
Average days on market continued to decrease quarterly for both Vancouver and Clark 
County, a reflection of sales activity, but also are at a substantial reduction compared to 
the same quarter last year. The average days on market for Vancouver, 24, represent an 
decrease of 44 percent compared to last quarter and a slight decrease of 2.4 percent 
compared to the same quarter last year. Clark County saw a 38 percent decrease in 
average days on market compared to last quarter and a 15.7 percent decline compared 
to the same quarter a year ago. Existing home transactions for Vancouver shot back up 
to 1,240 with median sales price of $300,000 and 24 days on the market. Clark County 
excluding Vancouver transactions increased to 901, median sales price increased to 













Central Oregon saw decline in activity compared to the statewide continuation of 
upward trends from the previous quarter. Bend saw a 12 percent decrease compared 
to last quarter and a 44 percent decrease compared to the same quarter last year. 
Redmond experienced a 13 percent decrease in transactions compared to last quarter 
and a 40 percent decrease when compared to the same quarter last year. Bend under 
acre numbers are 386 transactions, median sales price of $389,950 and 109 days on the 
market.
Median home prices in Central Oregon continued the steady, quarterly and year-over-
year increases. Bend experienced nearly the same in median sales price at a 40 percent 
increase compared to last quarter, and nearly a 12.6 percent increase compared to the 
same quarter last year. Redmond saw a 3 percent uptick in home prices compared to last 
quarter, with a 15 percent increase compared to the same quarter last year. 
Average days on market are increasing overall from last quarter. Bend’s average days 
on market followed suit for days on the market from 129 last quarter to 109 this quarter. 
Compared to the same quarter last year, where there was a 7 percent decline. Redmond 
saw a 31 percent increase in average days on market compared to last quarter, with 15 
percent increase when comparing this quarter to last year.
Redmond, the number of transactions increased to 386 from 151. Median sales price 















The increase in median sale prices seen in the Portland, Vancouver and Clark County 
areas this quarter was only evident in five counties across the Willamette Valley. However, 
Marion County, Polk County and Linn County experience increases in price when 
compared to both the previous quarter and the last quarter of the previous year. Data for 
the Willamette Valley counties including Salem is provided by Willamette Valley MLS. 
• Benton County: $340,000 median price, a 7.75 percent increase from the prior 
quarter and a 7.94 percent increase year-over-year
• Lane County (excluding Eugene): $260,000 median price, a 9.13 percent increase 
from the prior quarter and a 10.64 percent increase year-over-year
• Marion County (excluding Salem): $267,250 median price, an 3.99 percent increase 
from the prior quarter and a 11.35 percent increase year-over-year.
• Polk County (excluding Salem): $264,900 median price, a 3.38 percent increase from 
the prior quarter and a 21.51 percent increase year-over-year
• Linn County: $217,104 median price, a 2.19 percent increase from the prior quarter 
and a 14.3 percent increase year-over-year.
    ^Excluding Eugene      *Excluding Salem
Transaction volume in Salem was consistent with the decline statewide of last quarter’s 
trend. Transaction activity increased 15 percent compared to last quarter, but that volume 
represents a nearly 9 percent increase compared to last year. 
Median sales price in Salem increased as was seen across the state. Median home prices 
last quarter were $242,400, while this quarter prices reached $255,000 – an increase of 3 




Average days on market also declined when compared to the previous quarter from a 
year ago. Compared to last quarter, average days on market decreased 11 days, or 11 










Like many other areas of the state this quarter, Eugene-Springfield experienced an 
increase in sales volume from last quarter combined with continued decrease of average 
days on market. Transaction counts increased 58 percent compared to last quarter, which 
is an increase of 2.5 percent compared to the same quarter last year. The number of 
transactions went from 619 upward to 981.
Sales prices increased very slightly from $250,000 last quarter to $265,000 this quarter, an 
increase of 6 percent. The percentage increase of average sales price compared to the 
same quarter last year is 8 percent. Average days on market decreased a full 3 days this 
quarter compared to last, from 37 to 34 days on average. This represents a 21 percent 
decrease compared to last quarter and a 12 percent decrease compared to the same 
quarter last year. 
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Trends in Southern Oregon tracked along side the trends across the state: largely more 
transaction volumes compared to last quarter from 485 to 637 for Jackson County. 
However, compared to last year, Jackson County saw only a 5.5 percent increase in 
transaction volume while Josephine County saw 5.7 percent increase. 
Median home prices increased slightly from $243,000 to $258,500, compared to last 
quarter however increased more substantially compared to the same quarter last year. 
Average days on market had a slight decrease compared to last quarter for Jackson 
County, but days on the market declined by approximately 33 percent in Josephine 
County when compared to the same quarter last year.
Data for southern Oregon is provided in rolling three-month groupings, and the most 
recent dataset available for this region covers the March 1st to May 31st, 2017 time period.
The following figures show the data for Jackson County and Josephine County. Josephine 
County existing transactions increased from 123 to 184, median sale price increased 
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• Effective rent growth climbs in Q2 but continues 
downward annual trend.
• Occupancy remains relatively steady and slightly above 
long-term average.
• Rent growth continues shift from Portland Core to 
suburban submarkets.
• Massive sell off last year leaves 2017 sales short.
• Relocation fees are upheld and the ban on rent control 
remains intact. 
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of Business Administration and School of Urban Studies and Planning. He is a full time Assistant Manager for Gerding Edlen and part 
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EFFECTIVE RENTS Quarterly rent growth up which is typical during the warmer summer months. Annually, 
however, Portland Metro rent growth continues its long slide down to 2.1 per-cent.
3Q16 4Q16 1Q17 2Q17
Effective Rent 
Per Unit
 $1,399  $1,367  $1,372  $1,411 
 Per Sq. Ft  $1.56  $1.53  $1.53  $1.58 
 Effective 
Rent Growth - 
Annually
3.8% 3.5% 2.9% 2.1%
 Effective 
Rent Growth - 
Quarterly
1.2% -2.3% 0.4% 2.9%
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Comparing apples to apples, the chart below shows rent growth for the second quarter 
only since 1996. This puts the second quarter of 2017 almost a full percentage point 
above the long term average of 2 percent. 
 
EFFECTIVE RENTS
OCCUPANCY Despite the numerous apartment deliveries over the past year, occupancy rate for the 
Portland Metro area remains relatively constant at 95 percent which is down 0.3 percent 
annually and up 0.5 percent quarterly. 
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Portland is still slightly outperforming the long-term average of 94.85 percent. 
Inner Portland, especially the Northwest and Northeast continue to get hammered on 
rent growth due to the recent wave of deliveries. The suburbs, however, continue to show 





Barry & Associates states that “Permits were issued for 3,410 units issued through May 
2017. On an annualized basis, this equates to 8,184 units, which would be the busiest year 
since the 1970’s.”
This has caused many to wonder whether Portland is currently over-building. The fact is we 
can measure permits, deliveries, and past absorption. But future absorption is unknown. 
Looking deeper into the delivery pipeline for 2017, the Northeast and Northwest will 
account for well over half of the years new apartment supply. The better question may be 
“Is Portland over-building specific submarkets while potentially under-building others?”
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Pipeline Delivery Schedule Pipeline Lease Up Trend
Units 
Absorbed
Asking Rent Effective Rent
Top 
Submarkets
2015 2016 2017 Total Totals PPM Per Unit PSF Per Unit PSF
 Beaverton 790 1,108 548 2,446 564 11 $1,571 $1.91 $1,508 $1.84
 Milwaukie/
Oregon
232 499 731 93 10 $1,454 $1.54 $1,415 $1.50
 Northeast 1,185 1,189 1,178 3,552 846 8 $1,779 $2.61 $1,645 $2.41
 Northwest 770 1,518 1,793 4,081 1048 7 $2,084 $2.79 $1,921 $2.57
 Vancouver 143 394 511 1,048 418 16 $1,337 $1.34 $1,331 $1.33





3,329 4,585 5,055 12,969 3219 8 $1,837 $2.38 $1,714 $2.22
According to ABR Winkler Investment Real Estate, median price per unit is way down 
from $163 in Q12017 to $131/unit this quarter possibly due to recent spate of institutional 
sales coming to an end. 









Median Price Per Sq/Ft UP  $156.18  $127.43 
Median Cap Rate UP 5.67% 5.42%
Dollar Volume DOWN $375,990,718  $771,276,466 
Median Gross Multiplier UP 14.15 9.76
Median Price Per Unit UP  $131,912  $110,000 
Average Price DOWN  $5,080,956  $6,825,455 
Average Number of 
Units
UP 44 43
Barry and Associates reports the following sales trends through June 217
• Nine sales of newer properties, though only one property under 30 units and this was 
located in Wilsonville. No sales of new apartments in SE or NE PDX. 
• Of the 82 total sales, only 4 of these sales were properties built prior to 1940. 
• There have been eight sales of properties with 75+ units, and Holland Residential was 






According to Costar, here is a list of notable sales thus far in 2017:
Investors Management Group Northwest reports that “Landlords have lost a case to 
overturn Portland’s soft rent controls and NO CAUSE provision. 
The City of Portland “emergency” measure still stands even though they are “soft” 
measures:
1. A landlord can give a NO CAUSE, but he must give a min of 90-day notice and be 
prepared to pay the tenant a “relocation” fee depending on the size of the unit and
2. A landlord can give notice of a rent increase > 10 percent, but he must give 90-day 
notice and, if the tenant says he can’t afford it, be prepared to pay the ten-ant a 
“relocation” fee depending on the size of the unit.
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Fees range from $2900 to $4500 approximately per tenant. Since the Portland measure is 
an EMERGENCY, it does have a sunset provision.”
House Bill 2004 which according to the Oregon State Legislature website reads “During 
first nine months of occupancy, prohibits landlord from terminating month-to-month 
tenancy within 60 days of receiving from tenant request for repairs to correct certain 
building, health or housing code violation or unhabitable condition”
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If the first quarter of 2017 can be characterized as 
mediocre, the second quarter has lifted the office markets 
across the board. The big story both nationally and locally 
is that absorption was back in the black in the second 
quarter, according to CoStar. Part of the slowdown in the 
first quarter may have been lingering effects of delayed 
leasing decisions due to an election year as well as 
absorption being historically low in the first quarter of 
every year. However, despite the good news in positive net 
absorption, CoStar reports the pace of national absorption 
is below the peak of 100 million square feet in 2015. This 
slowing in pace is a trend that is expected to continue. 
While the economy as a whole is still expanding, it 
continues to grow at a less than thrilling pace. Early 
second quarter 2017 reports from the Bureau of Economic 
Analysis indicate a 2.6 percent increase in gross domestic 
product. This is an increase of 140 basis points from the 
first quarter of 2017. Looking into the future, a recessionary 
environment may be on our horizon. Despite the weakness 
of our current economic expansion, the fact remains 
that this is the third-longest economic expansion of the 





Currently, market fundamentals remain positive for the office sector. Rental rates continue 
to rise with a year-over-year growth of 2.3 percent, vacancy remains stable around 10.3 
percent, construction is strong and sales volume is holding steady especially in smaller 
markets where investors perceive more value, according to CoStar. A trend that is playing 
out in Portland.
Locally, the Portland metro unemployment rate remains one of the lowest in the nation. 
This has helped keep the vacancy rate below 10 percent with Colliers reporting a vacancy 
rate of 8.2 percent in the second quarter of 2017. Both developers and investors are 
looking to capitalize on the hot Portland market. There is a substantial development 
pipeline in the works with around 2 million square feet under construction and every 
quarter as of late seems to produce yet another core asset transaction that sets a high 
water mark for Portland. 
Portland Metro’s second quarter
• CBRE highlights Portland’s athletic and outdoor industry growth is driving office 
leasing. Adidas has signed a lease for 80,000 square feet in Montgomery Park and 
Under Armour’s takeover of the former YMCA on Barbur is set to be complete later 
this summer taking down approximately 73,000 square feet. Tech leasing has been 
slowing in the marketplace but the fierce competition in the footwear industry has 
been driving office activity this quarter. 
• On the tail of a weak first quarter, Colliers’ prediction of a bounce back in positive 
absorption for the second quarter came to fruition. Colliers is reporting 228,600 
square feet of absorption which was particularly strong in the CBD. Rental rates in 
the outlying submarkets have been rising quickly resulting in tenants seeking less 
expensive space.
• JLL reports an increase in activity in the Portland office market that should make 
Portland’s real estate professionals feel good about the year after a sluggish first 
quarter. Second quarter was anchored by the largest lease deal in two years when 
Autodesk took down the Towne Storage redevelopment in addition to the sale of 
1320 Broadway to Credit Suisse for $541 per square foot. This price set a new high-
water mark for Portland on a price per square foot basis. However, JLL points out that 
uncertainty looms in the near future, with 2 million square feet of office set to deliver 
in the next year and a half, there is some questions as to whether the pace of office 
absorption in Portland can keep up with all of the new product. 
Vacancy rates across the submarkets and product classes remained relatively stable in the 
second quarter. Kidder Mathews is reporting the lowest Portland office market vacancy 
rate at 7.7 percent while CBRE reports the highest vacancy rate at 11.4 percent, which 
is an 11 basis point increase from the previous quarter. Colliers indicated that vacancy 
rates have lowered by 3 basis points for a market vacancy of 8.2 percent. From quarter to 
quarter, vacancy rates seem to be trending up at a very slow pace. 
On the suburban office market side, CBRE is reporting an 11.9 percent vacancy rate 
with Tualatin on the top end of the vacancy rate at 21.6 percent and Wilsonville with the 
tightest market at 1.1 percent vacancy. The suburban markets have been performing well 
with Hillsboro seeing a 309 basis point decrease in vacancy according to CBRE.
The takeaway is that vacancy rates continue to remain stable in the Portland Market with a 
very slight trend upwards. 
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Table 1: Total Vacancy Rates by Brokerage House and Class, Second Quarter 2017







CBRE 11.4% 12.5% 10.1% 11.8% 20.3% 11.9%
Colliers 8.2% 10.0% 11.6% 9.3% 7.7% -
JLL 9.8% 9.4% 9.5% 9.9% 8.4% -
Kidder 
Mathews
7.7% 9.9% - - - 7.0%
Source: CBRE, Colliers, JLL and Kidder Mathews
All of the large brokerage houses are reporting a rise in rental rates this quarter, which 
continues the upward growth trend. Rental rates have gone up 7 percent year-over-year, 
according to CBRE. Downtown Class A office leads the charge with an average rental 
rate of $35 per square foot full service with new construction coming in around $45 a 
square foot, full service, as reported by JLL. The strong increase in office rents across the 
market and specifically in the CBD has attracted institutional money as evidenced in the 
number of large core asset transactions in the CBD. The relative affordability of Portland’s 
rents compared to other major West Coast markets continues to attract tenants looking 
to relocate or open secondary offices. For the short term, CoStar projects rental rates are 
expected to continue their upward trajectory and the lack of office development in the 
suburbs is likely to keep those markets strong in the coming years. 











CBRE $26.75 $31.18 $34.25 $30.68 $26.85 $23.31
Colliers $24.77 $30.06 $32.40 $29.89 $24.08 -
JLL $28.31 $32.76 $34.97 $32.00 $25.71 -
Kidder 
Mathews
$24.56 $29.55 - - - $22.21
Source: CBRE, Colliers, JLL and Kidder Mathews
After the negative absorption seen in the first quarter of the year, the big story in 
Portland’s office market is that absorption is back on the right track. CBRE reports 137,229 
square feet of office was inked and Colliers is reporting 228,600 square feet of positive 
absorption in the second quarter 2017.
However, it’s important to note that despite the positive absorption this quarter; year-
over-year quarterly absorption is down 69 percent. This is a somewhat worrying trend as 
millions of square feet of new office construction is set to deliver in the next year and a 







Table 4: Net Absorption (in square feet) by Brokerage House and Market Area, Second 
Quarter 2017
Brokerage Overall CBD Suburban
CBRE 137,229 (16,967) 107,863
Colliers 228,563 203,428 25,135
JLL 145,011 60,766 -
Kidder Mathews 282,334 96,872 190,360
Source: CBRE, Colliers, JLL and Kidder Mathews
Table 5: Net Absorption (in square feet) by Brokerage House and Market Area, Year to 
Date
Brokerage Overall CBD Suburban
CBRE 77,419 (231,534) 62,683
Colliers 147,618 157,167 (9,549)
JLL 37,621 38,437 -
Kidder Mathews 374,607 111,565 98,016
Source: CBRE, Colliers, JLL and Kidder Mathews
Table 6: Notable Lease Transactions, Second Quarter 2017
Tenant Building/Address Market Square Feet
Autodesk Towne Storage Central Eastside 108,750
Adidas Montgomery Park NW Close-in 79,657
Wells Fargo Montgomery Park NW Close-in 74,935
Farmers insurance Pacific Parkway #A Tigard 40,250





Pacific Center CBD 16,537
Source: CBRE and Colliers
Once again, Portland continues to catch the eye of institutional investors in the second 
quarter. The sale of 1320 SW Broadway took the lead this quarter with a purchase price of 
$95 Million, coming out to $541 on a per square foot basis, a new record for a Portland 
office building. Only to be surpassed a few months later by the sale of Pearl West, 
which is an early third quarter transaction but comes in at $563 per square foot. Both 
of these sales follow up other notable transaction in the last year including the Pacwest 
Center, Pioneer Tower, Umpqua Bank Plaza and the Congress Center. The volume and 
pricing of these assets at such a sustained level is not something the Portland market 
has experienced before. This is following two years of strong sales volume. According to 
CoStar, sales volume in 2016 was $1.2 billion, slightly under the post recessionary sales 







rents, relatively low vacancy and some strong sales already this year, things are trending in 
the right direction for the short term and institutional buyers have taken note. 
Table 7: Notable Sales Transactions, Second Quarter 2017
Building/
Address
Buyer Seller Market  Price  SF  Price/SF 




CBD $95,000,000 176,000 $539.77
Sunset 
Corporate Park 























Weston CBD $10,800,000 75,000 $144.00





Source: CBRE, Colliers and CoStar
Construction remains hot for Portland’s office market as developers try to take advantage 
of favorable market conditions. JLL is reporting that there is 1,971,508 square feet 
under construction at the moment. The big question out there is who will fill the space? 
“Portland is historically not a strong ‘leasing before construction starts’ kind of town, 
with the majority of leasing occurring fairly close to delivery,” according to JLL. Colliers 
is reporting that 28.5 percent of the development pipeline is now preleased which is 
an 18 percent increase from the first quarter of 2017. A substantial increase but there 
is still a significant amount of space without a tenant at the moment. Some of the large 
speculative projects like Field Office by Project^ and Broadway Tower by BPM Real 
Estate, both set to deliver in 2018 will be barometers of how the speculative office market 
is fairing in the coming year.  
Table 8: Notable Development Projects Under Construction, Second Quarter 2017
Building/Address Developer Market SF  Delivery Date
Knight Cancer 
Institute
OHSU South Waterfront 332,000 2019
Field Office Project^ NW Close-In 330,208 2018
9North Williams & Dame/ 
Miller Global
CBD 202,168 2018
Broadway Tower BPM Real Estate - 
Office
CBD 177,800 2018
The Leland James Cairn Pacific / 
Capstone Partners
NW Close-In 118,000 Q3 2017
Under Armour Interurban 
Development
Barbur Blvd/ Capital 
Hwy
108,698 Q3 2017
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An all-time low vacancy and a lack of land supply is 
the central theme of the Portland industrial real estate 
market as rents continue to rise. Relief of the current tight 
conditions will be found in scheduled deliveries of new 
inventory. As the Portland industrial market has enjoyed 
a robust last quarter, emerging trends and current market 
conditions will be further explored to see if this trend is to 
continue. 
Sydney Bowman is a candidate for the Masters in Real Estate Development degree and currently works as a commercial real estate 
investment sales broker for CBRE. She was awarded the SIOR Fellowship at the Portland State University Center for Real Estate. Any 
errors of omissions are the author’s responsibility. Any opinions are those of the author solely and do not represent the opinions of any 





Asking shell rental rates on average rose to a new market high of $0.60 per square foot. 
This is a new watermark and a $0.04 increase from the previous quarter. Increasing rental 
rates are being driven by continued shortage of space for tenants. Figure 1 demonstrates 
the average increase in industrial rental rates from approximately $0.56 per square foot 
per month in the first quarter of 2017 to $0.60 per square foot in the second quarter of 
2017.
Figure 1: Asking Shell Rates – Average of Quarterly Reports
Source: JLL, CBRE, Colliers
Industrial vacancy rates in Portland are at an all-time low due to low inventory. The overall 
averaged vacancy rate in Portland has dropped to 3.1 percent compared to last quarter’s 
3.6 percent, which is one of the lowest vacancy rates in the nation, as quoted from CBRE’s 
Portland 2017 Q2 Industrial Market View. According to CBRE’s National Logistic Figures, 
Portland has one of the lowest availability rates (the ratio calculated by available space to 
total rentable/total available space to total rentable square feet) of industrial property in 
the nation (see Figure 3) with Orange County, California being the lowest at 3.4 percent 
and Portland being the fifth lowest at 4.3 percent.
Figure 2: Portland Vacancy – Average of Quarterly Reports
Source: JLL, CBRE, Colliers
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Figure 3: Lowest National Availability RatesVACANCY
SALES ACTIVITY
  
According to the Kidder Matthews second quarter industrial report, the number of 
Portland investment sales transactions declined in the second quarter with 21 metro 
industrial assets selling between April and June. One of the most significant sales was the 
Interstate Crossroads Distribution Center Specht Development sold to WPT for a total of 
$56 million ($114 per square foot).
When purchasing, as shown in the plot map below, the Portland market is considered 
expensive while expectations for rent growth are modest compared to the majority of 
other markets tracked. 
Figure 4: National Pricing – Cap Rates vs. Rent Growth 2015-2017
Source: Costar Portfolio Strategy, February 2017
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Absorption is one of the forces driving the low industrial vacancy rates. Overall, leasing 
activity is up for the year with 2,013,592 square feet absorbed for significant leases 
(Figure 5). Amazon is by far the largest new construction project within the Portland MSA, 
scheduled to be delivered in the third quarter of 2018. Though as a single-tenant space 
the project provides no opportunity for speculative lease.




A robust demand for new supply is assumed to continue with a total of 24 new projects 
adding 3,130,471 square feet of new inventory, according to Kidder Mathews, with most 
projects occurring in the NE quadrant of Portland. These projects include the Amazon 
Logistic Center in Troutdale (857,000 SF), Vista Logistics Park – Building 3 & 1 in NE 
Portland (494,464SF), Glisan Corporate Park in Northeast Portland (364,801 SF), Big Eddy 
Commerce Center in NE Portland (153,232 SF) and Majestic Brookwood Business Park in 
Hillsboro (141,630 SF) as reported by CoStar. Figure 6 shows these projects location.





An industrial trend known as the “Amazon Effect” has seen a shift to regional distribution 
centers. This phenomena, described in the Colliers, Q1 2017 Industrial Market Outlook as 
“the deployment of more warehouses in more locations to get products to the consumers 
quickly.” This trend, also known as “the last mile” is expected to continue in industrial 
buildings across the nation as e-commerce as a whole experiences 15 percent year-over-
year growth (Colliers, Q1 2017 Industrial Market Outlook). This will create pressure to 
modernize current supply logistics, creating demand for warehouses centrally located as 
consumers demand faster delivery times. 
Other new construction trends in Class A industrial buildings, as noted by a developer for 
Trammel Crow Company, has found a general shift towards a greater need for additional 
off-dock trailer and employee parking, as well as, higher clear heights up to 36 - 45 feet. 
This is in part to greater storage needs during peak seasons that drive demand and a 
larger employee base. 
Portland’s industrial market is expected to remain robust with low vacancy and high 
absorption rates along with many major-tenant lease transactions. Large users are 
expected to continue looking at the Portland metro and modernizing supply chains will 
likely increase with consumer spending that would further stimulate business activity. 
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Despite the doom and gloom warnings of a retail 
apocalypse, the national story for retail is that things are 
stable. Nationwide vacancy is at 5.2 percent and rent 
growth has been holding slightly above 2 percent in the 
second quarter of 2017, according to CoStar. However 
signs of a retail market cooling are on the horizon. 
CoStar anticipates 20 million square feet of mall space is 
will go dark this year. This is in addition to the 25 million 
square feet from Macy’s, Sears, and JCPenney that has 
already closed over the past few years. This has had 
an impact on the market and will likely push vacancies 
up further. On the positive side, gym’s which were 
once blacklisted from malls are now being welcomed 
by landlords and are a great candidate for the big box 
vacancy. The difficulty with gym leases is that many of the 
existing leases at a retail center exclude gym operators 
adding an additional challenge for some landlords who 
have large vacancies. 
The properties that will face the most challenges are those 
in second and third tier locations. Retailers are looking to 
shed the underperforming locations and double down on 
their prime locations as the best course of action against 





Location as a premium in sales transactions as well. CoStar highlights the pricing disparity 
between locations by contrasting two General Growth Properties (GGP) that were recently 
sold. The first property was a premier retail destination known as Fashion Show in Las 
Vegas. It sold to TIAA-CREF for $1.25 billion at a 3.9 percent cap rate which equates 
to $1,316 a square foot. Compare this to the sale of Newgate Mall in Orem, UT. A C 
class mall also owned by GGP that sold for $70 million at an 8.9 percent cap rate which 
equates to $103 a square foot. The property with a premier location sold at a market 
premium while the second tier mall sold for a discount. This is a prime example of how 
properties with irreplaceable locations will continue to outshine their competitors and 
retain tenants compared to properties that are in less desirable markets. 
The retail development pipeline nationally is expected to be about 60 million square feet 
in 2017, which compared to the 2006 development pipeline of 170 million square feet is 
significantly less. This should help buffer the negative effects of a downturn on the retail 
industry. 
The other major headline in retail during the second quarter of 2017 was the 
announcement that Amazon made an offer to purchase Whole Foods. This sent 
shockwaves through the grocery industry. 
Closer to home, the strong regional economy has continued to keep the Portland retail 
market ahead of the nation. According to The Bureau of Labor Statistics, Oregon’s 
unemployment rate was 3.7 percent in June of this year. Oregon continues to see a strong 
in-migration and job growth across a variety of industries, all favorable factors to keep 
Portland’s retail market strong. 
The Portland retail market experienced a strong 2017 second quarter that was well ahead 
of the national average. The market wide vacancy rate stayed steady at 4.1 percent 
according to Kidder Mathews. CoStar reported a vacancy rate of 4.4 percent which is 
the tightest vacancy rate since 2005. However, the Portland market hasn’t been immune 
to some of the large retail closings that have hit certain properties hard nationwide. 
Notably, Macy’s closed their flagship downtown store and Lloyd Center continues to 
operate without one of their major anchor tenants after the loss of Nordstrom’s. These 
large vacancies have hurt these properties but the Portland market has by and large been 
insulated from many of these closings and not allowing them to affect the in-line tenants 
keeping vacancy rates low. 
Table 1: Portland Retail Vacancies by Submarket, Second Quarter 2017
Submarket Vacancy Rate
CBD 8.9%












Table 2: Portland Retail Vacancies by Product Type, Second Quarter 2017







The Portland market experienced a total of 234,871 square feet of positive net absorption 
in the quarter according to Kidder Mathews data. There was a fair amount of larger leases 
inked this quarter including a Hobby Lobby taking down 45,121 square feet of the former 
Sports Authority in Clackamas. Target took down 32,100 square feet at the former AMF 
Bowling location and three locations of BFit gym opened taking down a combined total 
of 61,000 square feet. The activity seen in the suburban submarkets continues to make it 
the strongest performing retail area in terms of positive net absorption and vacancy rates. 
Table 3: Portland Retail Absorption, Second Quarter 2017 and YTD. 
Submarket  Q2 2017 Net 
Absorption 
 YTD Net 
Absorption 
CBD (174,414) (189,396)
Clark County/ Vancouver 75,092 (6,786)
I-5 Corridor 65,941 38,869





Sunset Corridor 85,583 117,057
Total 234,871 246,948
Source: Kidder Mathews
Rental rate growth market wide has once again surpassed the national average. Rental 
rates have been growing at an average of 6.2 percent year-over-year compared to the 2 
percent growth on national level. Properties in the CBD are quoting an average of $25 a 
square foot on a triple net (NNN) basis while market wide rents averages around $19.05 
NNN, reports Kidder Matthews. Despite the hot growth in rental rates, Portland is still 
well below other West Coast markets, driving investors to seek value in Portland. CoStar 
indicates much of the rent growth can be attributed to the low vacancies in the market. As 








In response to the tight vacancies and growing rents, construction has increased slightly 
and is expected to remain near current levels of supply. Kidder Mathews highlights that 
there is 317,943 square feet under construction spread across 13 projects. A substantial 
amount of that is taken up by the expansion of Cedar Hills Crossing which won’t do much 
to alleviate the lack of retail space due to a bulk of the space being taken up by Sunset 
Lanes and a health center. Additionally there are a number of single tenant developments 
under construction that accounts for a significant amount of current space under 
construction. 
All in all, a total of thirteen projects were delivered in the second quarter of 2017 totaling 
191,053 square feet of retail space. The most notable delivery this quarter was the Hazel 
Dell Marketplace in Vancouver which is a new community center anchored by Marshalls. 
Both new deliveries and future supply are expected to be taken down quickly in a market 
with such a low vacancy rate and little room for expansion or relocation.
Table 4: Notable Retail Sales Transactions, Second Quarter 2017
Building/Address Market SF  Delivery Year 
Cedar Hills Crossing 
Community Center
North Beaverton 128,652 2018
The Dahlia SE Outlying 56,800 2018
Restoration 
Hardware
NW Close-In    36,000 2017
24 Hour Fitness Clackamas    38,000 2017
Source: CoStar and Kidder Mathews
Table 5: Notable Retail Sales Transactions, Second Quarter 2017
Building/
Address






















Clackamas  $11,650,000 50,862  $229.00 





At the halfway point of the year, sales volume is expected to be slightly lower in 2017 
when compared to last year’s volume which topped $500 million in transactions. So far the 
bulk of transactions in 2017 have been from a smaller, but high priced group of sales. In 
the second quarter Kimco Realty Corporation purchased the 747,000 square feet Jantzen 
Beach Center for $131.8 million or $176 per square foot. This was the largest transaction 
of the quarter. Behind that was the sale of the 122,000 square feet Division Center which 
sold to Retail Opportunity Investment Corp. for $33 million or $270 a square foot. Kidder 
Mathews reports that the average price per square foot was $320 this quarter. The result 
of the increase in price per square foot came from single tenant properties occupied by 
recognized operators trading at below 6 percent cap rates. In the short term Portland 
has the right market fundamentals to continue to attract institutional investors looking for 
value when compared to other major West Coast markets. 
SALES 
TRANSACTIONS

